I
would like to begin by expressing my appreciation to TPT Editor Karl Mamola for the extra attention he paid to my article, which turned out, unexpectedly for me, to generate considerable controversy, and also to authors Lasry, Finkelstein, and Mazur (LFM) for their thoughtful response.
First let me mention several points where I believe LFM have mischaracterized my words: (1) By organizing a physics course into "stories," I do not mean "historical narratives," but rather logical narratives, in which students see the connections among observations, experiments, mathematical analyses, and general theories. We all think that our physics course is totally organized and connected, but students do not, and we need to package it more clearly for them. (2) I did not say that concepts are "too easy." I do believe a course in conceptual physics, with little quantitative thinking, tends to be shallow and to lean toward rote learning. (3) I did not say that "learning physics is … becoming familiar with this computational process," i.e., working certain mathematical problems. I do believe that a reasonable amount of quantitative work is necessary and appropriate for an understanding of physics at the college level.
The title of LFM's article is meant to be provocative, but I find the quote from Dykstra to be particularly inapt, as well as distracting. I've known dozens of physics teachers over the years, and I can think of only one or two who would have said that students are not "deserving" of our efforts to teach. As for students' abilities, it is not a reflection on their innate intelligence to state the obvious, that the average nonscience student is not able to succeed in the typical introductory physics course at most colleges-assuming a noncalculus course (using algebra, geometry, and trigonometry that the student has studied in high school). Yes, in a special (possibly grant-supported) program, with smaller groups, with highly motivated instructors and students, with less content, students might do well, but that's not the real world. interesting. Different physics teachers will have different goals, but the one thing I believe we should all agree on is that physics ought to be taught with math. That's why I don't like "conceptual physics."
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As for the final issue that LFM present, I've already denied saying that concepts are easy. I don't dispute their assertion that "math without physics concepts is equally incomplete," but it's just not relevant to the matter here. My point is that concepts without math are likely to be shallow (not just "incomplete"), to be more difficult to teach without math than with (as LFM probably would agree), and to give a distorted and erroneous picture of what we are all about. Title notwithstanding, what seems to be the main concern of LFM is problem solving, and here I refer to the question as they pose it: "What do we expect students to learn from their physics course?" Having talked to many people about it, I've encountered multiple responses: Let them learn "science and society," sometimes said by administrators. Let them learn "the scientific method" (an answer I hate), from nonscience academics and high school people. "How things work," 1 or "light," 2 or history/biography/philosophy. Or let them learn "problem solving." Probably the best answer, for the nonscience major, is that there doesn't have to be a single answer, since he or she is not studying as a specific prerequisite for some program to follow. But judging from the amount of space they devote to it, I suppose LFM favor "problem solving." They dispute my claim that most students will not have to be problem solvers when they grow up, saying that it is not supported by data. More appropriately, I would claim there are no data supporting the opposite (although it's frequently claimed). 3 The bottom line is that no one asked us to teach problem solving, and I think there is an element of hubris in supposing that, after unsuccessfully studying math for 11 years, after studiously avoiding math and science for three or four years, a young man will meet up with his college physics instructor and become an "expert," a problem solver with metacognitive skills.
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Though it's just my opinion, I think our objective ought to be to teach physics. Why? Because it's The Way of Science "Real breakthroughs are not found because you want to develop some new technology, but because you are curious and want to find out how the world is." 1 "Science is not something you have to go to a laboratory to do. Life is a lab." 2
